Paper **Truck** Pattern

For a complete photo tutorial, visit the “Paper Truck Tutorial” post at www.IDMommy.com

1. Create your own sweet custom paint job by coloring in the pattern.

2. Score all of the dashed lines. This will make it super easy for your folds to turn out crisp and straight. (Tip: Use a ruler)

3. Cut out each piece along the thick, black lines. Don’t forget to cut the half-circles under each of the four wheels. (An X-acto blade works great for inside cuts like this)

4. Fold the main truck body and glue the tabs that connect the front grill and hood of the truck with its sides.

5. Fold the windshield, roof, and back of cab, gluing all of the tabs in place on the main truck body.

6. Fold the bed liner and glue into the truck bed and against the back of the cab. Done! (You can leave the tailgate so it opens and closes, or glue that shut)

**Step it up:** Design your own bumper stickers. Make some paper “loads” to haul. Cut out the windows. Cut out 3 sides of the doors so they open. Draw some bugs on the grill. Add a sunroof. Have a paper tailgate party...the possibilities are endless!
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- Put Glue here & tuck under the hood
- Glue opposite side of this tab to inside/bottom of truck bed
- Glue inside top edge of cab
- Glue along rear of the cab
- Glue back side of bed liner here
- Glue side of bed liner to this surface
- Glue inside top edge of cab
- Glue along rear of the cab
- Glue windshield, roof, & back of cab
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